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Dear .14r. Raiser, 

I think that as you read and l
earn you will understand that 

Posner's and lioore's 

are formule books written to 
argue a preconceived position

 and because that position 

then seemed likely to be comm
ercially acceptable. 

They art factually incorrect,
 

The Warren Report tells a con
via,ing story only if it is r

ead uncritically. 

It cannot withstand critical 
examination, not even the Rep

ort itself. 

As I think you will see in my
 first book, which dates to 1

965. 

Because the crime itself was 
never officially investigated

 there are and there 

will be questions that cannot
 be answered, like when the f

irsst shot was fired. 

The gommission just made up t
hat Willis #5 was taken at 22

10 because that was 

expedient for it. It was actu
ally taken by 8202. 

I apixeciate your letter and
 your interest and that inter

est is not something 

for which you need apologize
. That crime turned the count

ry around and in not really 

conducting a genuine investig
ation the government failed u

s all, as all governments 

since then have by doinginothi
ng at all to bring the truth t

 . light. 

Sincerely, 

kiaroldWousberg 

Thanks for the enclosed lette
rs. I'm glad tome how they th

ink and write. 
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November 22,1963 

by 

Greg Raser 

BANG !' First shot, Frame 190 Willis' slide no. 5. Kennedy emerges from behind sign at Frame 225, by Frame 228 you can clearly see the President reacting to the missed/ricochet shot. The shot hit the pavement spraying bullet and roadway debris at the President. Frame 2301 Motorcycle Officer Bobby Hargis seems to notice the President's reaction. Officer B.J. Martin has yet to notice any-thing. crams 2371 BANG !' Second shot, 2.56 seconds after first shot. The President is struck in the back of the neck, the bul-let passes through and stikes Connally in the back causing various wounds. Officer Martin has yet to notice the commotion; Officer Hargis appears to still be watching the President. Frame 255: ( Altgens' photo ) Things are really happening here, Officer Mar-tin has now joined Hargis in looking towards the President's car. Agents Ready, Landis, & Hickey are looking rearward, trying to locate the source of the shot or shots depending on what they heard. Agents Kinney, Roberts, & Hill seem to be watching the President's reaction. Agent McIntyre appears unaware of the co-motion. Perhaps Frame 255 is a late label to put on the Altgens photo. Connally can be seen quite clearly, possibly this photo is closer to Frame 237. It has to be after Frame 237, because of Officer Martin. Once Martin realized what he was witnessing, as in the Altgens photo, he could hardly return to looking ahead as he is in Frames 230 & 237. Frame 312: BANS !' Third shot 4.09 sec-onds after the second shot, 6.66 seconds after the first shot. The president is slumped forward, perhaps being held up by his rigid back brace. Frame 313: The bullet impacts the President,s head,and obviously passes through. The force of the bullet striking does not force the President,s head and body forward. The much talked about violent, "back and to the left" movement may have been caused by one or all of three facters:: the reaction of the body against the back brace; a propulsion reaction caused by the exploding skull; or finally, a neurological muscular reaction. 

THE PROBABILITY EXISTS 
ONE SHOOTER 
ONE RIFLE 


